Professor Rogers dead at 51

Special to The Observer

Stephen J. Rogers, a professor in the Notre Dame department of liberal studies, died Friday of an apparent heart attack at approximately noon in the emergency room of Memorial Hospital. He was 51.

He had been blind since early childhood and taught poetry and other classes at Notre Dame since 1961. He graduated from the University of Wisconsin's Madison (above), Miami of Ohio's Vanisty (below), and Northwestern's version of Mick Jagger (below, left).

Rogers helped to develop a course in the Notre Dame architecture department which taught students how to design buildings that are esthetically attractive and accessible to the blind.

"He was one of the most inspiring teachers at Notre Dame because of his excellence in the face of a significant handicap," said Walter Nicolas, liberal studies chairman.

He was born Aug. 19, 1933, in Maiden, Mass. In 1960, he married Dana Adomkaitis, who survives with two daughters, Andrea D. and John S., both at home, and Thomas J. of South Bend.

Also surviving is his sister, Mary Buckley of Maiden, and a brother, Paul F. of Wilmington, Mass.

Services for Rogers were held this morning at 10 at Sacred Heart Church. Burial will be in Riverview Cemetery.

He was a member of the Holy Cross Catholic Church.
Dillon Hall resident Joseph Auchterson, a senior from Jacksonville, Fla., was injured Thursday night at about 11:30 when the vehicle he was driving struck the traffic signal at Prairie and DuSable Avenue, police said. According to South Bend police, Auchterson said he was eastbound on Prairie when he failed to negotiate a turn onto DuSable and hit the traffic signal. He suffered minor facial bleeding and after treatment he was released from Memorial Hospital. The Observer

When Lisa Birnbach visited Emory University for a speaking engagement, she was surprised by the enthusiastic reception of her message from students there. The students were angry because she stated in Lisa Birnbach’s College Book, the Emory’s most salient feature was apathy and its student body the most blase. -

New York City police commissioner announced a rescheduling of his top command Saturday after allegations by four men that officers tortured them with electric stun guns. Commissioner Benjamin Ward, declared a "cessation in confidence" and added, "I will not tolerate brutal cops," as he announced the removal of Assistant Chief William Fitzpatrick, the commander of police in Queens, where the torture allegedly occurred. The announcement came after a fourth man said he had been beaten, beaten and tortured at the 106th Precinct by two officers already accused of using stun guns on three drug suspects. Eighteen officers from the 106th Precinct have been transferred, four have been arrested and another suspended in connection with the torture complaints. AP

Americans are split on President Reagan’s decision of whether or not he should have agreed to visit a German military cemetery. According to a new-Swi magazine poll released Saturday, a majority believe he should cancel the visit. In a nationwide telephone survey of 653 adults, 40 percent said Reagan was right in going to the cemetery at Bitburg, where Nazi SS soldiers are among those buried, while 42 percent said he was wrong. Eighteen percent had no opinion. In light of the controversy that has arisen over the trip, 55 percent said Reagan should not visit the graveyard, and 50 percent said he should. Nine percent had no opinion. The poll, conducted by the Gallup Organization, had a margin of error of 5 percent. AP

The new service charges announced by the Notre Dame Credit Union go into effect Wednesday. Beginning with the May statement, members with share draft (checking) account balances below $500 at any time during the month will be charged $5 per month. The Observer

RASTA week continues today with a discussion led by Paul Komarney, co-founder of Rally against Starvation and president of the Notre Dame Young Democrats organization. The discussion, "The Situation in Ethiopia: Problems, Perspectives and Solutions," led by Paul Komyatte, co-founder of Rally against Starvation and the College Center, Saint Mary’s. -

Weather

Wear those shades. Monday sunny today with a high around 70. Clear and the balance below 500 at any time during the month will be charged $5 per month. The Observer

Of Interest

In Brief

In Brief

Of used-car dealers and newspaper journalists

Sarah Hamilton

Editor-in-Chief

When shopping for credibility and high ethical standards, American adults will browse the newsstand right before they stop at the used car dealer. It is quite a blow to members of the press to discover that major American readers compare the fourth estate to other characters sporting smiles as suspiciously wide as the fenders on the jalopies they peddle.

In the latest credibility study commissioned by the American Society of Newspaper Editors only 27 percent of the respondents regarded newspaper as practicing high ethical standards. Eighteen percent regarded newspaper as possessing such standards. Advertising executives and used car salesmen were the only professionals to rate below the press.

In general, newspapers took quite a beating at the hands of this survey. Although the printed news made a strong showing in several categories, such as complacent news stories and local news, television news was the preferred medium and was rated more positively reliable.

The most basic problem that reporters and editors must face is to re-establish newspapers most fundamental purpose, “What is news?” Once the press re-evaluates the nature of the medium, it must convey this to the public honestly.

Post-Civil War journalist, John Bogart, defined news, “When a dog bites a man, that is news; when a man bites a dog, that’s news.” More generally, Charles Dana of the old New York Sun restated its definition as anything that makes people talk. “One of William Randolph Hearst’s editors, Arthur McPaw, was more demanding. He required that upon reading a news article people say, ‘Gee what?’” James Kilpatrick, a 10-year veteran in the field, and currently a syndicated columnist, offers a more realistic interpretation, “News is what I say it is.” Yes, it is right, but that is this way, it is Kilpatrick.

Every newspaper editor determines what is news by what stories they assign, how they edit their articles, how they design their pages. In the same respect, reporters develop the news by deciding whom to interview, how to write their leads, how to phrase their stories.

Subjectivity is an inherent element in the newspaper business, even though journalists may wave the banner of objectivity. The simple observation that editors and reporters are human shoots holes in that flag.

In determining the news the press says it reports what the public ought to know. In the past the press has been criticized for assuming it knows what the public needs to know. The argument has been raised that reporters and editors hunt a以人为本, marketable story, one that is printed before the fact. The people have the right to know.

Someone has to decide what to cover, and how to do so. Someone has to decide what is news. In the past, this task was fulfilled by political parties, and even the government. It should be noted that politicians did not rank much higher than newspaper men and women nor the salesmen with the press must return to the practices of fair and accurate coverage. Truth is the standard model that print journalists are selling. Although a newspaper should not tell people what to think, in its own pages, it cannot help but tell them what to think about. This is part of the nature of the medium.

Newspapers obtain the public’s respect only through better communication. The press must work to disseminate the news stories accurately and fairly, and must communicate itself to the public as honestly as it can, stripped of all arrogance that is not intrinsic to the medium.

If this is done, the public may notice that the horn does not work, but it will tend to spin into a more accurate and confused in the press’s solid body and reliable engine.

Sarah Hamilton

Editor-in-Chief

If a used-car dealer dealt in human beings, he might well be an auto dealer. The Observer

Shelter For The Homeless

The Shelter For The Homeless closed for the season April 1, having provided 3,700 nights of lodging, and often, for at least 189 different men and women during 151 nights of operation. A thousand thanks to the over 200 ND-SMC volunteers-students, faculty, staff! Without you we could not have done it! The Shelter will open next fall. We hope we can count on you then.

The United Religious Community of St. Joseph County
Groundwater monitoring of toxic landfills suspect

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Federally licensed landfills show excessive failure to comply with groundwater monitoring requirements, the chairman of a House oversight committee said yesterday, citing some data he said was shocking.

Eighteen of 89 landfills that have received waste from abandoned toxic dumps under “Superfund” had been ordered to undertake extensive groundwater monitoring after indications of contamination, said a report by the House Energy and Commerce Committee's oversight subcommittee staff.

The report was released in advance of a hearing today on the Environmental Protection Agency's handling of groundwater monitoring.

“Clearly, some of the data are shocking, especially when viewed from the perspective that the regulations called for compliance 3 years ago,” Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of both the committee and the subcommittee, wrote to panel members.

EPA officials said in a briefing for reporters that they would document for Dingell extensive efforts to strengthen enforcement and improve monitoring at 1,246 landfills, impoundment areas, lagoons and land treatment facilities required to undertake groundwater monitoring.

Landfills without contamination are listed as having adequate monitoring wells if they have four in groundwater, one upstream and three downstream, sampling four contaminants. Statistical tests on the sample results indicate whether an expensive full-scale assessment must be performed.

The subcommittee report found that of all facilities, 539 had some indication of groundwater contamination, either by statistical tests by confirmed sampling, or by the undertaking of full-scale monitoring.

Honorary degrees to be conferred

Special to The Observer

The announcement of 10 persons to receive honorary degrees at Notre Dame's 148th Commencement May 19 reveals the event will have an international flavor.

Joining El Salvador's president, Jose Napoleon Duarte, a 1948 Notre Dame alumnus previously announced as Commencement speaker, will be Italian Foreign Minister Giulio Andreotti, the secretary of the Chinese Academy of Science, Gu Yi Jun, also a graduate of the University, and Father Byers Naude, general secretary of the South African Council of Churches.

The complete list of honorary degree candidates includes:

• Jose Napoleon Duarte, president of the Republic of El Salvador, doctor of engineering, graduate who founded El Salvador's Christian Democratic Party, Duarte first ran for president in 1972, and in May 1984 became the first civilian elected president of his nation in a half century.

• Giulio Andreotti, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Italy, doctor of laws, a representative of its workers, a poet he held until one year after his appointment from presidency of the union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, received his M.S. in chemistry in 1948. He has served as minister of Foreign Affairs since 1983, and is currently chairman of the European Council of Ministers.

• Bruce Babbitt, governor of Arizona, doctor of laws. A geology graduate of Notre Dame in 1960, Babbitt went on to receive an M.S. in geophysics from the University of Newcastle in England and a law degree from Harvard Law School. He was Arizona attorney general from 1975 to 1978, when he succeeded to the governor's chair upon the death of the incumbent.

• Eileen Farrell, soprano, doctor of fine arts. Farrell's professional career began on radio in 1941. A former soloist with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, she and her husband, Robert Reagan, now live in Canute, Maine.

• Douglas A. Fraser, past president of the United Auto Workers, doctor of laws. A union member since his teens, Fraser became the sixth president of the union in 1977. In 1980 Fraser joined the Chrysler Board of Directors as a representative of its workers, a post he held until one year after his retirement from presidency of the union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

• Gu Yi Jun, secretary general of the Chinese Academy of Science, president of the nation's second largest union in 1983.

Even before finals, you could finally get the American Express Card.

If you've been wanting the American Express Card for some time, this is the time to get it now. Because if you're a senior, all you need is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job. It's a great way to jump into work.

And even if you don't have a job right now, don't worry. That offer is still good for 12 months after you graduate. Why is American Express making the Card a no-brainer to get?

Well, to put it simply, we believe in your future. And this is a good time to show it—because we can help in a lot of ways as you graduate. The Card can help you be ready for business. It's a useful tool to meet and entertain. And to entertain yourself, you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for work or a new apartment. The Card can also help you establish your credit history, which can help in your future.

So call 1-800-528-4800 and ask to have your Card sent to you. Or look for one on campus. The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.
Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - While the seven-man human crew rested after a 6-day mission, 24 doomed rats and two squirrel monkeys nicknamed "3165" and "384-80" were loaded aboard the space shuttle Challenger, ready for a start today on a seven-day scientific mission.

The launch is set for noon EDT. "All systems are go," said Jerry Moore, director of the shuttle program. "We are showing the three, two, one." The weather looked good for liftoff, the second this month, and NASA looked forward to the shortest interval between flights in the space shuttle program.

Discovery landed April 19 after a seven day mission. The previous "turnaround" record was 34 days.

The crew is comprised of commander Robert Overmyer, pilot Fred Gregory, physicians William Thornton and Norman Thagard, physicists Don Lind and Taylor Wang, and Louiswijk Van Den Berg, a chemical engineer. Van den Berg, born in Shanghai, is a naturalized United States citizen.

The shuttle's cargo bay is a 12-ton, barrel-shaped laboratory, 23 feet long and 13 feet in diameter, with a ventilation system to conduct the around-the-clock experiments in materials processing, fluid mechanics, life sciences, atmospheric physics, and astronomy.

This is the second time that the 41 billion, European-built 'Spacelab' has flown. The first was in December 1983.

The Observer/ Nick Geis

Saturday's weather provided an appropriate blue-gray autumnal background for the intrasquad screenage.

24 rats, 2 squirrel monkeys readied for weeklong space shuttle mission

The squirrel monkeys, carefully chosen to be free of herpes simianus, which infects 95 percent of their species, were put into the laboratory yesterday Herpes-free monkeys were chosen because of a remote risk that the astronauts might be infected with the cancer-causing form of herpes, although they will not handle the animals.

Using ropes, pulleys and platform forms, workers lowered the monkeys and the rats down Challenger's middeck, through a tunnel and into the Spacelab.

Animal rights groups have said they will picket the Kennedy Space Center on Monday. "Challenger's liftoff means that every painful experiment performed on animals on Earth will now be performed in space," said Alex Pacheco, chairman of People for Ethical Treatment of Animals.

But Joseph Bertsch, the Spacelab mission manager, said the animals are being treated humanely. "We do not cause the animals any undue pain," he said. "I don't think from our activities there are any reasons to think they aren't being treated in the best possible fashion. They are there, basically, for the ride."

The animals' cages are being tested for future missions in which animal experiments will be performed. On this flight, the animals will be studied for symptoms of space sickness. The rats will be killed after landing and autopsies performed.

Challenger is to return to Earth on May 6, landing on the runways at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., rather than at the Kennedy Space Center, as a safety measure because Discovery's brakes locked and a tire ruptured during its landing on April 19.

Attention Juniors

Pre-Law Society
Spring General Meeting

Mandatory informational meeting for juniors planning to attend law school

April 29th, 7:30pm
Library Auditorium

Sophomores and Freshmen welcome

Nicaragua

continued from page 1

review its Nicaraguan policy. "The goal of the review is to influence the situation in Nicaragua, to achieve our objectives there of a free society to have free elections," said a White House spokesman.

Among those signing the document are Suzanne Kelly, director of Programs for Church Leaders, Father Thomas Gudeon, executive director of the Center for Social Concerns; Father Ernest Bartell, executive director of the University's Helen Kellogg Institute for International Affairs; Kathleen Main Weigert, assistant director for social analysis at the Center for Social Concerns, and Father Patrick Sullivan, assistant professor of sociology.

WANT A QUICKY? - Quick tans in our booths without that sweaty feeling!

It's never too late to be a bronze God or Goddess

TAN-HAWAIIAN

J.M.S. PLAZA

4609 Grape Road
Mishawaka

UVB booths & UVA beds

Canadiana protest war

Associated Press

OTTAWA, Canada - Thousands of Canadians staged anti-war protests Saturday and in the federal capital of Ottawa said five people were arrested as they tried to erect tents to spend the night on Parliament Hill.

In Vancouver, British Columbia, protest organizers said 60,000 people attended a demonstration against the United States asking Canada to participate in research for President Reagan’s proposed Strategic Defense initiative, known as the “Star Wars” plan.

"You’re involved and you’re not giving up on the peace and disarmament issue," Vancouver Mayor Mike Harcourt told the crowd. "We’re not giving up, and we’re going to be long after Star Wars comes and goes."

In Ottawa, three men and two women were arrested by the police when they tried to set up tents on Parliament Hill, which has been declared off-limits to overnight protesters.

The police followed a march of 200 people earlier in the day to express support for demonstrators whose two-year-old “peace camp” was dismantled Monday.

$20 REWARD

For the recovery of a gym bag of videotapes

The tapes:

-are 3/4”

-are useless on all home systems

-contain important, irreplaceable class projects

Please call Dan at 1733, drop by 243 Dillon, or the O’Shag Loft Cofh Office
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Distinguished Scholar Lecture Series
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Professor Mario Borelli
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Head football Coach Gerry Faust appears to be quite popular with this crowd requesting autographs after Saturday's Blue Gold game
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We the students of Carroll Hall wish to express our discontent with the dismissal of Father Steve Gibson. He is more than our rector; he is our friend and we love him. He is what a rector should be. We are appealing to the university to let him stay.

KEEP FATHER STEVE

If you wish to help this cause, clip and sign this ad and drop in campus mail.

Fr. David Tyson
144 Dillon Hall

signature
If victim had had a gun, he'd have killed mugger

There is a parking garage below Grant Park in downtown Chicago, and two weeks ago, Andy LeLand had the opportunity to walk through it at 11:30 p.m.

In the daytime, when the garage is packed and cars in search of a spot are backing redundantly, you cannot hear the footsteps of the commuters. But at night, the cars are gone.

Andy LeLand, the most susceptible are released on their own recognizance. Judges are too busy and won't be interested in theilly. No, they won't be.
Dear Editor:

and good example - Father Steve should not hire, an occasional disciplinarian, a respected university. Let Father Steve stay.

be asked to leave. He should be given a raise and cannot understand why he "does not

was to make our dorm a "home" for the 106 that this University can be proud of - thanks to We share a special com munity, a com munity that this point, I can only wonder why this removal

In the sum m cf o f 1984, I received a card that Father Tyson, show us that concerned,

imagination. He has gained this respect through the great atmosphere. In addition, through this spirit he

It seems that the administration of this fine institution of higher education has seen fit to reset the scale to effect the resignation of Father Steve Gibson as rector of Carroll Hall, on the grounds that he does not live up to the expectations of the student body. My first reaction to this news was disbelief. This was soon followed by anger, and finally disgust. It remains beyond my comprehension why Father Steve has been viewed in this light, and I implore the administration to explain to me its reasons for judging Father Steve unfit to run Carroll Hall.

Father Steve has, over the course of this year, been more than a resident of a residence hall to me. I respect his authority as a rector and as a priest, but at the same time I consider him a true friend. It seems to me that he really loves Car

If you know this man you will agree. Father Steve Gibson of Carroll Hall is a true priest. Father Steve has "resigned" his position as rector of Carroll Hall because, I understand, he does not fit the image of what a residence hall rector should be.

Dear Editor:

Perhaps there has been a mistake. Father Gibson carefully administers his affairs and has nothing to prove. He participates in the life of the hall. He does not live in a corner but as a true leader he is a man of integrity and compassion. At this point, I can only wonder why this removal is taking place.

But, there are many considerations surrounding this issue. I have great confidence in the integrity of the administration and wish to point out that everyone might still be winners if the situation is handled properly.

What is key here is that the mistake is reversible.

Andy Phillips Carroll Hall

Dear Editor:

Deja vu. Last year when the alcohol policy was changed, I heard many students exclaim, "I'm getting out now." This year, with the removal of Father Steve Gibson, I am experiencing the same feeling.

Father Tyson, show us that concerned, responsible students can make a difference. Lend us your ear and show as a willingness to reconsider and reconcile differences.

What's so funny about peace, love, and understanding?

Brian Lee Resident Assistant Carroll Hall

Dear Editor:

Student athletes support Father Gibson's dismissal.

Dear Paul Acamora Carroll Hall

Dear Editor:

I am of the belief that Father Steve's way of establishing a spirit of family community within our University wants. But, who is closest to and most influenced by a rector? The student. We know our rector - we live across the lake with him 24 hours a day.

I am not suggesting that students should dictate who is rector, but I do suggest that it is the student who knows the rector best in every respect, including as an administrator, who should be able to help the administration make certain decisions which Affect the lives of both the hall and the student.

Let me reiterate that many people throughout this University view Father Steve's departure as a mistake - those people who know him as rector and those who know how he has helped the hall and its students. It is also in my belief that, for some reason, the administrators dismissing Father Steve are unaware of his model relationship at this University. I would simply like these administrators to reconsider their decision.

Father Steve wants to stay. I want him to stay. And many people across the lake from us want him to the same. People have faith in the man who has such support. A new decision would be well received and well respected.

Stephen Kern President Carroll Hall

Dear Editor:

As someone who has had the special privilege to know Father Steve Gibson, rector of Carroll Hall, I would just like to share with you some of the qualities that make this man one of Notre Dame's finest rectors.

Father Steve is an incredibly generous man who has given of himself and his time to help and foster the residents of Carroll Hall. He has established a spirit of family community within the hall making for a very warm and open atmosphere. In addition, through this spirit he has established a tradition of mutual respect between himself and the residents of the dorm. He has gained this respect through the great love he gives to the men of Carroll Hall.

Since my arrival here at Notre Dame in August, it has become apparent to me that this University and other Catholic schools seem to foster dependence and immaturity in their students. By removing our responsibilities and our opportunities to make decisions - in short, by acting like overprotective parents towards adult students from HT to 22 years of age - University administrators stifle our growth and strangle our personal development.

To support this assertion I could point to any number of things about the University, but an obvious example has surfaced recently. With so many changes in rectors and hall staff in the past few years, I am sure many of you have noticed. The University has chosen to view Notre Dame students as young children, rather than according us the respect we deserve as adults.

As a resident of Carroll Hall, I am most aware of the removal of Father Steve Gibson from my hall. In my entire life I have only lived with three different rectors. I believe that Father Gibson has "resigned" because he chooses to treat everyone in the hall with respect, we all love and respect him. And because of him, we try to treat each other with respect, even when we have disagreements. Father Steve views Carroll Hall a "community of adults" and as such, it seems to work. Maybe that's why he won the Rector of the Year award last year and had honorable mention this year.

I really do not know what kind of rector the University wants. But, who is closest to and most influenced by a rector? The student. We know our rector - we live across the lake with him 24 hours a day.

I am not suggesting that students should dictate who is rector, but I do suggest that it is the student who knows the rector best in every respect, including as an administrator, who should be able to help the administration make certain decisions which affect the lives of both the hall and the student.

Let me reiterate that many people throughout this University view Father Steve's departure as a mistake - those people who know him as rector and those who know how he has helped the hall and its students. It is also in my belief that, for some reason, the administrators dismissing Father Steve are unaware of his model relationship at this University. I would simply like these administrators to reconsider their decision.

Father Steve wants to stay. I want him to stay. And many people across the lake from us want him to the same. People have faith in the man who has such support. A new decision would be well received and well respected.

William Hughes Carroll Hall

Dear Editor:

P.O. Box 8, Notre Dame, IN 46556

The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame, du Lac and Saint Mary's College. It does not necessarily reflect the views of the Editorial Board. Copyright © 1985 The Observer Company.
An Tostal

need we
say more?
This momentous die-down quickly, however, with Tina Turner and her uneventful rendition of "What's Love Got to Do With It?" and all but vanished during Cyndi Lauper's "Girls Just Want to Have Fun." Madonna and Prince were well received by the crowd, who had grown tired of seeing people rip their clothes or stroll about the stage. From a distance, both danced and lip-synched well enough to be taken for the real thing. In this contest, looks counted as much as presence, and no one could win who didn't have both.

The contest was getting long, and the audience restless, as they patiently watched still another Billy Idol rip his shirt and pound a tambourine. Shock factor is a wonderful thing.

But that was washed over as Mick Jagger stepped on the stage, singing "Shattered" and thrilling the crowd with his jumps, screams, and space dancing. Jagger's talent and energy left the audience screaming for more.

The campus was behind me 10 percent, the song itself wasn't bad, but its lack of familiarity prompted some disinterest. "If You Could Only See Me Now," a new song to be released on Shaw's next album, brought the crowd's interest back. The song, a ballad, contained a typical Shaw punch: "Kiss Me Hello," unfortunately, sent some people home. This song wasn't bad, but instead was plagued by the lack of audience recognition.

Those who left missed out, as the concert went from that of an "up and coming" performer to one of a first-rate artist. Another new song, "This Is Not A Test," was the real thing. In this contest, looks counted as much as presence, and no one could win who didn't have both.

The song hit a high note during his performance Saturday night at the ACC.

**Shaw shines on own**

Tommy Shaw is not Bruce Springsteen. Tommy Shaw is not Madonna. Tommy Shaw is not Cyndi Lauper. Tommy Shaw is not "Tommy Shaw, Iaid Green for NYS.

Tommy Shaw is Tommy Shaw. Lead singer of the Tommy Shaw Band. Saturday night at the ACC, the MTV "Millions for MS" contest awarded its highest contributors. Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, with the promised free concert. After the presentation of a huge trophy to the winning schools and the Rock-Alike contest, the concert began with a cavalcade of "I Don't Care." The first song, "Come in and Explain," showed that Shaw has more to offer than such dance songs as "Girls With Guns." The second song, "Shy's "Blue Collar Man," pleased the crowd in part because of its familiarity.

The audience was only as well as Saint Mary's. The crowd could be just as enthusiastic. They began doing a number of cheerleading routines early on in the show, their fun culminating in "the wave." The excitement was lost on Shaw's next song, "Free to Love You." The song itself was excellent, but its lack of familiarity prompted some disinterest. "If You Could Only See Me Now," a new song to be released on Shaw's next album, brought the crowd's interest back. The song, a ballad, contained a typical Shaw punch: "Kiss Me Hello," unfortunately, sent some people home. This song wasn't bad, but instead was plagued by the lack of audience recognition.

Those who left missed out, as the concert went from that of an "up and coming" performer to one of a first-rate artist. Another new song, "This Is Not A Test," was the real thing. In this contest, looks counted as much as presence, and no one could win who didn't have both.

The song hit a high note during his performance Saturday night at the ACC.
Sports Briefs

The Senior 5K Run will be held tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in the Rec Center. Runners should meet at 5 p.m. For more information, call Vince Thomas at 283-1769 or Jane Dowd at 283-3540. The Observer

A scrabble golf tournament will be hosted by NVA on Saturday. Students, faculty and staff may register by paying a $15 green fee at the NVA office by tomorrow. Prizes will be awarded. For more information, call NVA at 239-6100. The Observer

Best of Bookstore...

ALL - BOOKSTORE

First Team

Mike Clevenger

Lowell Gillette

First Team

Pete Yoder

Jim Gauntt

Second Team

Ken Schucrmann

Steve Treacy

Nigel Meiloua

Weedhiness

Third Team

Joe Howard Danglin' Manhood

Steve Niegowski

Ken Schucrmann Ed Smierciak and Four Other Guys

Dave Taitel Armed and Dangeorus III

The Observer

GOLDEN HATCHET AWARD

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

Ken Schucrmann Ed Smierciak and Four Other Guys

Steve Niegowski Let's Go Crazy

Dave Taitel Armed and Dangerous III

Briann Behmre Rousseau's Noble Savages

Ken Schucrmann

Ed Smierciak and Four Other Guys Better Than John Pafrom

Rout continued from page 16

Jefferson will mean for the backfield position in the fall.

"With a healthy Poskett and a healthy Jefferson," Faust says, "we'll be very strong in the backfield slot." One area other fans would like to be strong in is the quar­terback spot. While starter Steve Beuerlein sat out the spring with a shoulder injury, Notre Dame's two freshmen signal callers put the chance to show their stuff. Terry Andrasyuk (three completions, 95 yards) attempted 50 passes, considered notable because his direct base was on the opposite side of its usual end zone. Tom Byrne (five completions - 13 attempts, 101 yards) did a good job despite facing consistent pressure from the Blue defense.

Both were hampered, however, in that the offense was not only too injury-depleted to hold back the aggressive defense but still behind in the passing attack as well. The Irish coaches emphasized running formations for the benefit of the defense through much of the spring. Although the final decision as to who will be Beuerlein's backup will not be made until the summer sessions, Faust was satisfied with both his young leaders.

"I was very pleased with the play of Andrasyuk and Byrne," noted Faust. "We knew the pass protection wouldn't be that good with all those top linemen out. But they played well. You like to see your quarterback backed. The quarterbacks that have problems are the ones that can't get out when they're rushed." At the fullback spot, another position of interest for the Irish coaches, both sophomore Tom Monahan and freshman Frank Stams played well. Monahan of the Blue was especially effective on short-yardage runs as he scored touchdowns from two yards out and one yard out on the way to 35 yards on 12 carries. Converted safety Jim Robb made his only try of the day count by scoring the final touchdown from a yard out after backfield Darrell Gordon of the Blue recovered a fumbled pitch (one of four White fumbles lost) at the White two-yard line.

A pleasant surprise to Faust throughout the scrimmage was the play of the kicking game. Although the split-squad format meant that the rush against the kicker would be negligible, all players involved made good showings. Pat Chu, the 5-6 junior placekicker for the Blue, was good on both of his field goal attempts and on a 39-yard field goal attempt. Walk-on Ted Gradel, however, kicked the final extra point.

Faust told his players, "We didn't have a good rush on the punter because we didn't have a full team. But I was very pleased."

"If we stay healthy, we can be a serious junior-pushing senior team next year," said Faust. "We could be two-deep at every position.

Spring is in the air, and Saturday and Satur­day's season-ending scrimmage will mark the end of the football season for the Notre Dame football team.

IRISH ITEMS.

The winners of the annual Herig Awards for outstanding performances in spring drills were: Tim Scannell (offensive lineman), Reggie Ward (receiver), Jefferson (offensive back), Wally Alarion (defensive lineman), Dan (Inside linebacker), Robert Banks (outside linebacker). Pat Ballage (defensive back), Mark An­toniucci (Most improved offensive player), Eric Davy (Most improved defensive player), Ray Carter (coach's award), and Mike Se-fly (coaches' award).
Ohio Wesleyan bullies past Irish, 16-4, with relentless goal pressure

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team was able to pull off a surprise last weekend when the Mid-American Lacrosse Association champion Ohio Wesleyan lost to the Irish, 16-4, in front of a large crowd at Carrier Field.

Although Notre Dame did finish the weekend with an easy 18-6 rout of Wittenberg yesterday, its loss to Wesleyan followed last week's losses to Denison, eliminated the Irish (3-2 in the MLA, 7-7 overall) from the MLA title race.

The Bishops showed why they are currently ranked No. 3 in the nation among Division III schools by controlling their hosts nearly the entire game. The Notre Dame goal was under almost constant pressure for the final 36 minutes of the game as Wesleyan turned a 5-3 game into a blowout.

"We just let them have the ball on their offensive half of the field much too much," said Irish coach Rich O'Leary. "Ball control was the key. Every time we would get the ball in our end most of the time."

Probably the most talented team in the Midwest, Wesleyan was able to wear down the Notre Dame defense by making few mistakes on offense and taking advantage of numerous errors by the Irish of- fense, which took just 19 shots in the game and turned the ball over many times on bad passes.

"I was really disappointed with the way our offense played," said O'Leary. "Our defense was on the field so much that they were ex­hausted. They really shouldn't have had more than 12 or 13 goals, but our defensemen were too tired to stop them by the end of the game." Hard work on the part of the Irish did keep them in the game for most of the first half. The Bishops threatened to blow the game open early by jumping ahead, 3-0, with goals by Steve Herrman, Bob Betcher and Rob Alvino. Bethcher increased its lead to 4-1, but Bob Carrillo won the ensuing faceoff and passed to John McLaughlin on a break. McLaughlin scored to cut the lead to two once again.

After Alvino scored his second goal of the game to put the Bishops back up by three, defensemen Justin Durning grabbed a pass just across mid­field, ran uncontested down the field, and scored to cut the lead to 5-3 with 6:25 remaining in the half. That was as close as Notre Dame got, though, as the Wesleyan pressure began to show its effect on the Irish defense and freshman goalie Matt McQuillan. The Bishops scored four unanswered goals in the last six minutes of the half, most of them the result of poor plays by a tired defense.

The 15 minutes of rest halftime were denied by the Notre Dame defense, but it was not long before the Wesleyan attack began again. Joe Franklin was able to bring the Irish back to within 5-4 with just 1:41 seconds elapsed in the third quarter, but neither of the weak Notre Dame offense dis­appeared for the rest of the game.

The Bishops, using most of their first-string players until the end of the game, quickly answered Franklin's goal with one of their own, and added six more to round out the scoring. Despite the loss, O'Leary was not completely upset.

"Knowing how good Denison and Ohio Wesleyan are," he said, "it's no small thing to finish third in the con­ference.

"Winning last year may have been a bit premature in our development. I think we were better last year, and I think we also caught Denison and Ohio Wesleyan when they were in a down year. It's going to be tough to beat them if they stay this good. We're going to need some good recruits.

"While the Irish may still be behind the big powers, though, Wittenberg, yesterday's opponent is even further behind. O'Leary cleared the bench against the Tigers, who trailed by four at the end of the first quarter, by 10 at the half, and by 15 at the end of three quarters. Hart led the Irish attack with three goals and six assists.

The Irish will close out their season with a pair of road games tonight. On Wednes­day, the team will travel to Columbus to take on Ohio State. The season finale will be this Saturday at Michigan State.

The Student Activities Board "The Leader in Entertainment" presents

SHADOW FAX
The Cutting Edge of Jazz

Tuesday, April 30
7 pm at Washington Hall

Tickets on sale at the Record Store and at the door.
Student Activities Board
All tickets $8.50

YEARBOOK DISTRIBUTION:
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Rasta Week

is here

- with lecture on the Ethiopian Crisis at Haggar Center, SMC, Monday Night
- with movies at Chataqua, Tuesday Night
- with pizza from Dominos, Thursday Night
- with OC PARTIES, Friday Night
- with a BENEFIT CONCERT at Stepan, Saturday Night
- with a MASS for Ethiopia, Sunday Night

Granger Tap and Grill

32 oz. Sirloin for two . . . . . . . . . $15.95
Prime Rib .................................. 9.75
12 oz. Lobster Tail .................. Market Price

Come have breakfast, lunch, or dinner cocktails and sandwiches anytime! Watch the game on your TV screen.

Mon.-Sat. 6 am-11 pm Sun. 8 am-9 pm
12797 St. Road 23 277-6812

*Please bring your I.D. cord

Notre Dame Avenue
Apartments

NOW RENTING FOR FALL

Completely furnished, balconies, laundry, and off-street parking.
On site management & maintenance, all deluxe features

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
(good deals for Summer Session)

Office at 820 ND Ave. or call
234-6647

BOOKSTORE

Bookstore

continued from page 16

Bunch made 21 of 46 from the field (Roussenc's Noble Savages 16 of 4)

Collins dished off nine assists and two steals for the Bunch, and Sowar helped Roussenc with five assists.

The Fun Bunch led at halftime, 11-8. The biggest lead of the game was five, when Treacy put in a fastbreak layup to end the game.

The Fun Bunch made it to the final game of Bookstore XIV by heat­ing the ball and the spots. 11:10, Friday's quarterfinals and WBBS Center Court, 21-15. The Bunch won Saturday's Rosen­ sco's heat 1 on Friday, and 21-11 at the Mau­nest, 21-15 on Saturday.

In the Bookstore XIV All-Star Game yesterday before the final. The South Quad beat the North Quad, 21-19. Ken Schuermann led the South with 9-0-17, and Marty Reddy hit 9 of 7 for the North.
The Saint Mary's softball team bounced a sparkling 19-6 record after weekend victories over Butler (3-2, 6-3) on Friday, and Marquette (14-9) and the Notre Dame Club (10-3) on Saturday at the Notre Dame Invitational.

Marquette, who also lost to Notre Dame 10-9 in the first game of the season, scored four quick runs against the Belles in the top of the first inning, on three hits, a walk, and two Saint Mary's errors. The Belles fought back, however, to score two runs in the first, five in the second, and four in the third.

After three complete innings, the Belles held a slim two-run lead of 11-9, when freshman Betty Mihalik relieved winning pitcher Elaine Suess. Mihalik allowed one run in the inning.

Junior Cathy Logsdon, who earned the save along with Mihalik, took over on the mound in the fifth and exhibited great control, holding her opponents scoreless in the final three innings.

Saint Mary's then added three runs in the bottom of the sixth to insure the 14-9 win.

Senior Kary Boldt and Tracy Bowman, who rapped two singles, spaced the Belles offensively. Shortstop Trish Nolan added a single, a triple, and two RBIs.

In the second game of the day for both teams, the Belles led the Irish, 2-0, going into the top of the fifth. Singles by Mary Ann and Jane Weidman, coupled with two Saint Mary's errors, helped the Irish to send three runners home for a 5-2 edge after four and a half innings.

The Belles quickly bounced back scoring four runs in both the fifth and sixth innings.

Overall, Saint Mary's capitalized on five Notre Dame errors, six walks, four passed balls and two wild pitches for the 10-3 triumph. The Belles were also successful in five stolen base attempts.

The Belles also came out on top in both games of a thrilling double-header on Friday when they played host to the Bulldogs of Butler University, an NCAA Division I team.

In game one, Logsdon pitched a four-hitter, yielding one walk and striking out one batter, for her 10th win of the season.

The Belles were down 1-0 in the bottom of the fourth inning, when Teresa McGinnis reached first after being hit by a pitch from Mary Rhoenborg, a graduate of South Bend's Adams High School. Nolan then fired one up the middle, bringing McGinnis home, and tying it up, 1-1. Nolan then stole third and was knocked in by a Logsdon single.

Butler was able to get one run back in the top of the fifth, making it a 2-1 game.

Junior Cathy Logsdon, who pitched a one-hit game, added four runs in the sixth, on five Notre Dame errors, six walks, four passed balls and two wild pitches, for the final score of 10-3.

Happy Birthday,

Dean Raymond!

Love K.T.
Irish end 20-win season streak via weekend split

By CHUCK FREEBEY
Sports Writer

The weekend began, one of the first questions asked of Notre Dame men's tennis coach Tom Fallon was whether his team could have its seventh consecutive 20-win season. He responded that question was answered in the negative this weekend, as the Irish netters split for the weekend, eliminating any chance of reaching the coveted plateau.

That weekend started badly, as Notre Dame dropped its sixth dual match in its last seven with a 6-3 loss to the Northwestern Irish on Friday. The Irish looked like they might come back strong, knocking off Bowling Green, 7-2, and Ohio University, 5-4, on Saturday. However, the hopes were dashed on Sunday afternoon, when Michigan State edged by a 5-4 count. Fallon was obviously disappointed with the loss, but he wasn't sure what the Irish would do right at the start of the season.

"We know at the beginning of the year we would have a problem at doubles, and it has been that way," stated Fallon. "We've just been on and off. We don't have the depth to experiment a lot and we're young so we just have to stick with the people we have in there. We come no close, but we just can't get it together at times."

A perfect example of that statement was yesterday's loss to Michigan State. The Irish dropped a trio of three-set decisions in singles play, but they were still tied, 5-3, entering doubles play. Ober and Griess wasted little time putting the Irish on top, 4-3, with a 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 triumph over Scott Langs and Tim Bruce. That gave Notre Dame its second win of the day, as the Irish had little problem knocking off Bowling Green, 7-2, Saturday morning. The Irish put this one away early, winning five of the six singles matches. Freshman Paul Dagge picked up the clincher with a three-set victory over Ken Bruce at No. 9 singles.

Saturday's wins were a sharp contrast to Friday's disappointing defeat at the hands of Northern Illinois. The usually docile Huskies have vastly improved this year, and they proved it in the Irish quickly, winning four of the six singles matches. Ober and Greer fought valiantly to keep Irish hopeful with a three-set win, but it proved to be no avail as NIU took the other two doubles matches. There was no rest for the Irish as they play every day for the next four days. The week's action starts this weekend as the Irish entertain the Horvaths of Kalamosa College at 3 p.m. on Saturday. "Don't be fooled by Kalamos, they're tough," warned Fallon. "They are usually tough, and they beat Michigan State, 5-4, so we'll have our hands full."

Galloy's squad earns playoff berth by taking three of four from Butler

By KEVIN HERBERT
Sports Writer

Larry Gallo's Fighting Irish baseball squad had a very productive weekend, winning three out of four from the Butler Bulldogs as Gallo pitched a very good game in winning a close, 4-3 victory at the Midwest City Conference playoffs.

The weekend did not start off well, however. In the first game of the four-game series, the Irish were defeated by the Bulldogs by the score of 5-2. Cross Goal was the hurler for Notre Dame. He pitched a very good game for the Irish, but the offense could not provide the necessary artillery for the win.

However, the hopes were dashed on Sunday afternoon, when Michigan State edged by a 5-4 count. Fallon was obviously disappointed with the loss, but he wasn't sure what the Irish would do right at the start of the season.

"We know at the beginning of the year we would have a problem at doubles, and it has been that way," stated Fallon. "We've just been on and off. We don't have the depth to experiment a lot and we're young so we just have to stick with the people we have in there. We come no close, but we just can't get it together at times."

A perfect example of that statement was yesterday's loss to Michigan State. The Irish dropped a trio of three-set decisions in singles play, but they were still tied, 5-3, entering doubles play. Ober and Griess wasted little time putting the Irish on top, 4-3, with a 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 triumph over Scott Langs and Tim Bruce. That gave Notre Dame its second win of the day, as the Irish had little problem knocking off Bowling Green, 7-2, Saturday morning. The Irish put this one away early, winning five of the six singles matches. Freshman Paul Dagge picked up the clincher with a three-set victory over Ken Bruce at No. 9 singles.

Saturday's wins were a sharp contrast to Friday's disappointing defeat at the hands of Northern Illinois. The usually docile Huskies have vastly improved this year, and they proved it in the Irish quickly, winning four of the six singles matches. Ober and Greer fought valiantly to keep Irish hopeful with a three-set win, but it proved to be no avail as NIU took the other two doubles matches. There was no rest for the Irish as they play every day for the next four days. The week's action starts this weekend as the Irish entertain the Horvaths of Kalamosa College at 3 p.m. on Saturday. "Don't be fooled by Kalamos, they're tough," warned Fallon. "They are usually tough, and they beat Michigan State, 5-4, so we'll have our hands full."

In the first game of the doubleheader, Notre Dame trailed much of the distance but led when it counted, in the final tally.

Butler scored once in the second and twice in the third to lead the Irish, 5-0, heading into the bottom of the third. Notre Dame, however, was able to rally in the bottom of the inning to take a 1-3 lead. That lead was lengthened in the fourth to 6-4 when yet another run was posted for the Irish.

In the fifth, however, Butler once again rallied with three big runs to retake the lead, 6-5.

The seesaw battle continued when in the sixth, the Irish battled back to tie the game at six.

The game was sent into the ninth tied at seven. In the bottom of that inning, Mike Teuclad led off with a single. Freshman Steve Powell then delivered the game-winning RBI when he drove in Teuclad for the 8-7 Irish victory.

Offensively for Notre Dame, Jack Fallon was obvious in his winning effort.

Unfortunately, after those two bright spots, the picture was dimmed with sporadic play, especially in the doubleheader competition.

"We knew at the beginning of the year we would have a problem at doubles, and it has been that way," stated Fallon. "We've just been on and off. We don't have the depth to experiment a lot and we're young so we just have to stick with the people we have in there. We come no close, but we just can't get it together at times."

A perfect example of that statement was yesterday's loss to Michigan State. The Irish dropped a trio of three-set decisions in singles play, but they were still tied, 5-3, entering doubles play. Ober and Griess wasted little time putting the Irish on top, 4-3, with a 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 triumph over Scott Langs and Tim Bruce. That gave Notre Dame its second win of the day, as the Irish had little problem knocking off Bowling Green, 7-2, Saturday morning. The Irish put this one away early, winning five of the six singles matches. Freshman Paul Dagge picked up the clincher with a three-set victory over Ken Bruce at No. 9 singles.

Saturday's wins were a sharp contrast to Friday's disappointing defeat at the hands of Northern Illinois. The usually docile Huskies have vastly improved this year, and they proved it in the Irish quickly, winning four of the six singles matches. Ober and Greer fought valiantly to keep Irish hopeful with a three-set win, but it proved to be no avail as NIU took the other two doubles matches. There was no rest for the Irish as they play every day for the next four days. The week's action starts this weekend as the Irish entertain the Horvaths of Kalamosa College at 3 p.m. on Saturday. "Don't be fooled by Kalamos, they're tough," warned Fallon. "They are usually tough, and they beat Michigan State, 5-4, so we'll have our hands full."

TWO Nursing Careers in ONE!

You're a professional Nurse. You work in a modern hospital environment and have the opportunity for advanced training. You are also in an immediate supervisory position.

You're a Navy officer. This includes travel and adventure. Your salary and benefits are comparable to civilian nursing... but you have better benefits and greater prestige.

REQUIREMENTS — BSN degree, or a three-year diploma with one year related experience.

SEND YOUR RESUME TO:

Medical Programs Officer
Navy Recruiting District
575 N. Pennsylvania St., Rm. 645
Indianapolis, IN 46204

OR CALL
1-800-382-9404, Mon-Wed, 8:30am-2pm.
Bloom County

The Daily Crossword

Friday's Solution

Do you like to be on top of things? If so, get a job with the Publicity Commission of the Student Activities Board Positions as poster hanger (a well paid position) are open for next semester. Please call Meegan at 239-7757

Campus

• 12 p.m. Lecture, "The Americanization of Max Weber," Prof. Greta Bihleke, Ohio State, Library Lounge.
• 12:15 p.m. Workshop, "A Small Open Economy With A Foreign Sector Bottleneck: An Economic Analysis of Policy Alternatives," Prof. Parmico Meliler, Kellogg Institute & CIPEAN, Room 131 Decis.
• 1 p.m. Tennis, NO Men vs. Kent State, Courtyard Courts.
• 4:00 p.m. Lecture, "The Geography of Seg­ nant Agriculture in Medieval England," Prof. Bruce Campbell, Queens University, Bel­ Sat. New Orleans Room, LaFortune.
• 6 p.m. Student Senate Meeting, Room 122 Hayes Healy.
• 7:30 p.m. Monday Night Film Series, "The Trial," Annenberg Auditorium.

TV Tonight

5:00 p.m. 16 NewsCenter 16
22 Eyewitness News
28 Newswatch 28
6:30 p.m. 16 WTVX
12 Jerry's Company
28 Wheel of Fortune
7:00 p.m. 16 Movie: Adam
22 Scarecrow & Mrs. King
28 Hardcastle & McCormick
8:00 p.m. 22 Kate & Allie
28 Movie: Reds
8:30 p.m. 22 Newhart
9:00 p.m. 16 Missing: Have You Seen This Person

How you live may save your life.

RECORD SALE
What did you miss in '85? Get your music collection ready for summer! All single albums and tapes in stock
ONLY $6.50
Rock du Lac Records and Tapes
First Floor LaFortune
Harry's Limited Supply
Fun Bunch gets its revenge, conquers Rousseau's

By PHIL WOLF
Assistant Sports Editor

The members of Revenge of the Fun Bunch admitted that when they entered the tournament final loss in Bookstore XIII by taking this year's Women's Bookstore Basketball XIV. The Fun Bunch gained the revenge it

Sports Writer
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liked best a short jumper to end the game. Dougherty did not miss and weinmann nailed a three foot shot to put Going All the Way up, 11-10, nine in a row. After hitting a jumper, she added the free throw to put G.O.A.T. up, 12-10.

They were awarded by the referees, they certainly were not willing to give up many rebounds. The Bunch finished with a 26-19 advantage on the boards over the smalldogged Collins and Greg Dingens bailed in eight boards apiece, and Matt Din
gens geared up eight times. The Fun Bunch did miss from the free line by hitting 5 of 10 from the field for the winners, while the Blue missed one of its chances from the field. Greg Dingens even moved one by a good three feet. Whether or not the players for the Fun Bunch were trying to even the score, or by forfeiting the foul shots they awarded by the referees, one player especially hoped that the defense: stop everyone else and<br>

Blue Claim: steaks, 31-0; 55th Blue-Gold game

By MARY BURNS
Sports Writer

Saturday afternoon's playing of the 55th annual Blue-Gold football game was supposed to be a little differ-
ent. Although Head Coach Greg Frentz had split his troops into two supposedly equal units, chosen by the players themselves, numbers varied significantly from past years, when the Blue squad would consist of all of the first team players against the second- and third-string players on the White.

Further夯实 the competing fines of the two teams was the in-
cenre of prime steaks for the win-
ers versus hot dogs and beans for the losers. What happened?

The Blue maintained tradition by rolling over the White, 31-0. Two early hiccups by the White within their own 5 yard line gave the Blue a quick lead, and backfield Alfonso Jef-

er's second half running keyed a scoring drive which sealed the rout.

The logitudinal scrimmage may not have been meaningful for the 15,564 fans in attendance, but for Frentz, it was memorable. He kept the game at several key positions this spring, it was a long, hard road to the final, and I'm very, very tired."

By ANDREA LaFRENIERE
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's track team com-
pleted seven events on Saturday by com-
peting in the Little State Meet, held at Earhart College in Richmond, Ind.

Sophomores Kris Cox and Trish McPartlin each set a new school record at the event.

Cox ran the 400-meter hurdles race in a record time of 1:17.66 and McPartlin posted a new school mark with her 51-foot, 11-inch effort in the triple jump.

According to Coach Jean Kersh, the Belles' results were quite good, despite the fact that only eight team members were able to attend the event.

The meet was really competitive this year, and we only took eight of our girls. Most of them had had some time off the track and were not as fresh as usual, so it was a good test for us. But they (the Bunch) were awesome on the boards, and Treacy is one of the best guards around, with the exception of maybe (Tom) Andersen.

One player who hoped especially

The enthusiasm was there, the hit-
ting was tremendous, and we got out that was excellent. In addition, she was looking for.

Kaiser matched Dougherty's heroics through most of the second half. She scored seven second-half points and nine overall. Her passing was excellent. In addition, she played some tough defense which might have been the key to the vic-
tory. "I think our defense is intimidating (Going All the Way's) other players," said Kaiser. "We stripped the ball away from them five or six times early on and they lost con-fidence."

Kathy Immomen, Theresa Schwebel, Julie Schwebel, and Meg-

had been working on bringing Going All The Way into the finals. The same can be said of Jill Lintzeder, the Metheny gamer, and Nancy Fitzpatrick of the D.U.I.'s. At the end of the season, she felt the game. Kaiser, apparently not very instilled confidence.

The Blue maintained tradition by rolling over the White, 31-0. Two early hiccups by the White within their own 25 yard line gave the Blue a quick lead, and backfield Alfonso Jefferson who finished the contest as the game's Offensive Most Valuable Player. The 5-9, 187-pound Jefferson was the first player picked by Blue captain Allen Pinker for the spleen. He scored 15 of her<br>
brother Furjanic and Faust were impressed but not surprised by Jefferson's ability to get by the defense.

"I just ran very well," said Furjanic. "I really like him as a runner. He's very tough to get hold of."

The Blue started at a quick pace (29 yards total offense at the half), they were able to amass 175 yards for the game. Many of those yards came from the legs of backfield Jefferson who finished the contest as the game's Offensive Most Valuable Player. The 5-9, 187-pound Jefferson was the first player picked by Blue captain Allen Pinker for the<br>

Coax and McPartlin set SCU records at meet

The Belles placed in both the javelin and 3,000-meter relay events. Sophomore Megan McGinty earned third place in the javelin, while the 3,200-meter relay team of freshmen Diana Caneiro, Tina Reid, Berges Lenclos, and Cathe Kennedy finished in fifth place.

"Cook was pleased not only with the Belles' efforts at its final meet, but was satisfied with the team's season performance as well. "I think the season went very well. The runners were good, and we're hopeful that we'll have a lot of returners next year," she said.